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The exhibit, curated to celebrate the work of underrepresented 20th-century female artists ... It was impossible, Marcotte said in an interview. How could we not name female artists? ...

This entrepreneur was inspired by the MFA ̶ now she makes puzzles from the original works of female artists
When Kegham Djeghalian stumbled upon three red boxes tucked away and forgotten in his father s wardrobe in Cairo three years ago, he couldn

The Armenian Photographer Who Captured Life in Gaza on Camera
Philadelphia art collector and author Sherry Howard also did the layout and all the photography for her book Art With Heart ... one of Delaware

t believe his luck. The boxes contained the negatives of ...

s most important Black artists of the 20th century. When ...

Patience and a good eye: Building an art collection without breaking the bank
Since the mid-1980s, the British Indian artist has worked across moving image, photography ... the Indian Ocean from around the 17th century into the 20th century̶the

other middle passage

.

Sutapa Biswas: 'Our reckoning with empire has certainly begun, but we've only scratched the surface'
In the 20th century sculptors Barbara Hepworth and Henry Moore ... The Arts Desk reviews all the major exhibitions of art and photography as well as interviewing leading creative figures in depth ...

Visual Arts reviews, news & interviews
Stolley, a journalist who left an indelible imprint on two of the most influential American magazines of the 20th century ... renowned for its riveting photography, and Time.

Richard Stolley, who launched People magazine and secured JFK film, dies at 92
Thank you for taking the time for this interview, Tetsuro ... man sitting across from each other at a kitchen table, the 20th century unfurled. Here was someone who grew up the son of a fisherman ...

BWW Interview: Tetsuro Shigematsu Developing His 1 HOUR PHOTO
[MUSIC PLAYING] I ve always been fascinated by the period in the 20th century when the American ... couldn

t quite get what it was about. But photographers were interested in his technique.

The Freeing of the American Mind
What we didn t expect going into the interview, however, was the ardor and passion she harbors for tiny nuances of the 20th-century art world usually ... Metro Pictures had a show of his photography ...

Inside Gagosian Art Advisory with Its Director Laura Paulson
Acknowledging that this is far from new, this topic has been debated by theorists and authors from both fields ever since the beginning of the 20th century ... In this sense, interviews perform ...

Romullo Baratto
He is regarded as one of the most important Donegal fiddle players of the 20th century ‒ a conduit ... Con Cassidy and James Byrne (photographer unknown, courtesy Irish Traditional Music Archive ...

Rónán Galvin on fiddle legend James Byrne - Rolling Wave podcast
White ( The Case Against 8 ) dives into the history of illustrator J.C. Leyendecker, one of the most prominent advertising artists of the first half of the 20th century, who created hundreds ...

Director Ryan White on Telling J.C Leyendecker s Queer History in Coded
In magazine articles and a dozen books, she examined topics ranging from psychoanalysis and photography to Russian ... 100 best nonfiction books of the 20th century in a Modern Library list.

Janet Malcolm, elegant and incisive writer for the New Yorker, dies at 86
In fact, it probably isn t a good idea even to grant her an interview, as your every unflattering ... of the 100 best nonfiction books of the 20th century.

It is now taught to nearly ...

Janet Malcolm, Provocative Journalist With a Piercing Eye, Dies at 86
Kali was a reclusive experimental photographer who made photos of surfers ... about how the art market can change for the better. 20th Century Indian Art: Modern, Post-independence, Contemporary ...

Fall 2021 Announcements: Art, Architecture & Photography
Kevin C. Johnson Jun 30, 2021 Jun 30, 2021 0 The 5th Dimension, performing in 1969 at the Harlem Cultural Festival, in "Summer of Soul" Gladys Knight & the Pips perform at the Harlem Cultural ...

'Summer of Soul' documentary is a big step forward for untold Black stories
Fifteen hours of interviews regarding 13 diplomats who ... accounts related to diplomats who were at the center of the 20th century

Filmmaker helps launch search for Rescuers testimonies
Wild horses once roamed North America in the millions, but as the open range disappeared in the early 20th century ... like it,

s most unforgettable events,

King said in a news release.

said Carol Walker, a photographer who documents the wild herds ...
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